
33 New Designs From An Old Tradition:
Exploring the Evolution of Japanese Ceramics
1. Oribe Fluted Vase: A modern take on the classic Oribe style, this vase

features a fluted design that adds depth and movement to its elegant
form.

2. Shino Moon Jar: Inspired by the rustic charm of shino ceramics, this
moon jar is adorned with subtle glaze variations that create a unique
and captivating surface.

3. Celadon Tea Bowl: This tea bowl embodies the simplicity and
refinement of Heian ceramics, with its delicate celadon glaze and
understated design.

4. Raku Crackled Platter: This platter showcases the beauty of the raku
firing technique, with its crackled glaze and organic shape.

5. Indigo Shibori Vase: This vase combines traditional Japanese shibori
dying techniques with a contemporary design, resulting in a vibrant
and eye-catching piece.

6. Wabi-Sabi Teapot: This teapot embraces the wabi-sabi aesthetic, with
its rustic finish and asymmetrical form.

7. Copper-Glazed Bowl: This bowl features a stunning copper glaze that
creates a metallic and iridescent effect, adding a touch of glamour to a
traditional form.

8. Geometric Sgraffito Plate: This plate combines Japanese sgraffito
techniques with geometric designs, resulting in a modern and graphic
piece.



9. Faceted Vase: This vase is a playful exploration of form and texture,
with its faceted surface and subtle glaze variations.

10. Origami Ceramic Sculpture: Inspired by the art of origami, this
sculpture creates a delicate and intricate form using ceramic materials.

11. 3D-Printed Tea Infuser: This tea infuser combines traditional
Japanese tea culture with modern 3D printing technology, creating a
functional and aesthetically pleasing piece.

12. Floral-Embroidered Vase: This vase marries the traditional beauty of
Japanese ceramics with intricate floral embroidery, resulting in a
unique and charming work of art.

13. Bamboo-Inlaid Tea Tray: This tea tray combines natural bamboo with
a ceramic base, creating a harmonious and elegant piece.

14. Leather-Bound Ceramic Book: This innovative ceramic book is
bound in soft leather, creating a tactile and visually appealing object.

15. Textured Porcelain Jewelry: This jewelry collection features delicate
porcelain pieces with subtle textures that add depth and interest to
each design.

16. Minimalist Incense Burner: This incense burner combines Japanese
minimalism with contemporary design, resulting in a sleek and serene
piece.

17. Interactive Kinetic Mobile: This kinetic mobile features ceramic
pieces that move and interact with each other, creating a mesmerizing
and dynamic display.

18. Recycled Glass Mosaic Vase: This vase uses recycled glass pieces
to create a mosaic surface, showcasing the beauty of sustainable



materials in Japanese ceramics.

19. Handpainted Landscape Bowl: This bowl features a handpainted
landscape that evokes the beauty of the Japanese countryside.

20. Architectural Ceramic Tile: This large-scale ceramic tile is designed
to be used in architectural applications, adding a touch of Japanese
aesthetics to modern buildings.

21. Copper and Ceramic Wall Sconce: This wall sconce combines
copper and ceramic to create a warm and inviting ambiance.

22. Ceramic Garden Stool: This garden stool is a modern interpretation
of a traditional Japanese design, featuring a geometric pattern and a
durable glaze.

23. Bonsai Ceramic Planter: This bonsai planter is designed specifically
for the cultivation of miniature trees, providing a natural and elegant
home for these living art forms.

24. Origami-Inspired Ceramic Lamp: This lamp combines the art of
origami with Japanese ceramics, resulting in a unique and sculptural
piece that provides ambient lighting.

25. Handmade Ceramic Buttons: These handmade ceramic buttons add
a touch of Japanese charm to clothing and accessories.

26. Japanese-Inspired Ceramic Wind Chime: This wind chime features
delicate ceramic pieces that create a soothing and melodic sound
when moved by the wind.

27. Ceramic Sake Set: This sake set includes a carafe and cups, each
adorned with a traditional Japanese design that enhances the ritual of
sake drinking.



28. Interactive Ceramic Musical Instrument: This ceramic musical
instrument invites users to play and interact with its unique sound-
producing elements.

29. Japanese-Inspired Ceramic Tile Mosaic: This tile mosaic features a
vibrant and intricate design that can be used to create a stunning wall
or floor accent.

30. Origami-Folded Ceramic Sculpture: This sculpture is a complex and
innovative exploration of origami techniques in ceramic form.

31. Modern Japanese Tea Ceremony Set: This tea ceremony set
includes all the essential elements for the traditional Japanese tea
ritual, featuring a contemporary design that respects the ancient
tradition.

32. Hand-Built Ceramic Vase with Natural Glaze: This vase showcases
the beauty of natural glazes, with its earthy colors and organic form. 3
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